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Ridge jumps occurred during the spreading process of the South China Sea.

Recent research on the lower crustal reflectors event on seismic profiles found

at least two southward ridge jumps, but only one has been confirmed by

geomagnetic data. Based on magnetic anomalies in the northern South

China Sea and the “two ridge jumps” model, this study identified that an

early ridge jump occurred at anomaly C10n (28.3 Ma), with a southward

jump of 20 km. According to the magnetic lineation distribution in the

northern South China Sea, initial spreading was dominated by local

punctiform break-up and the oldest anomaly, C12n (~30.8 Ma), appeared at

two turns of COB. In the IODP Expedition 367&368 drilling area, the continuity

of magnetic anomalies from Ridge A to Ridge C was enhanced gradually,

representing the transition from local magmatism before the final crustal

break-up to a stable igneous oceanic crust. The earliest seafloor spreading

magnetic lineation in the Northwestern Sub-basin is C12n (~30.8 Ma) and the

magnetic lineation corresponding to the fossil spreading ridge is C10r (~29 Ma).

The average half-spreading rate was ~27.2 mm/yr. The opening of the

Northwestern Sub-basin appears to have been rotated around a fixed point

at the west, with a fault at the eastern end formed by the trajectory of the

conjugate point moving during seafloor spreading.
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Introduction

In contrast to the stable seafloor spreading ridge in the Atlantic and the symmetric

free drifts of the plates on both sides, the initial spreading of the South China Sea (SCS)

was asymmetric. The north continental margin (South China Block) was relatively stable.

However, the southern continental margin drifted southward (Figure 1). This implies that

the spreading ridge of the SCS exhibited continuous southward movement or intermittent

southward jumps during seafloor spreading (Taylor and Hayes, 1983; Briais et al., 1993).
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Themagnetic lineationmodel of one ridge jump has been verified

using recent geomagnetic data (Li et al., 2014). In previous

magnetic lineation models concerning the spreading of the

SCS, no reversal of magnetic lineation was present after the

ridge jump. On the other hand, the one-jump model is

insufficient to explain the asymmetric spreading of the SCS.

A recent study on the lower crustal reflectors based on the

multi-channel seismic (MCS) profiles found that at least two

southward ridge jumps occurred during the opening of the SCS.

The second ridge jump event explained in this new model is

consistent with the interpretation of magnetic lineation (Briais

et al., 1993; Li et al., 2014). However, the first ridge jump event

has not yet been recognized in terms of magnetic anomalies.

In this study, the age of the first ridge jump event was

recognized by reorganizing high-resolution magnetic

anomalies in the northern SCS and combining the “two ridge

jumps” model interpreted by seismic profiles. On this basis, the

magnetic lineation features of initial seafloor spreading in the

northern SCS were determined.

Geological background

The SCS is located at the intersection of the Eurasian Plate,

Indo-Australian Plate, and the Philippine Plate. The SCS has

experienced continental margin rifting, continental crust break-

up, and seafloor spreading since the Cenozoic (Figure 1).

Studying the spreading history and tectonic evolution of the

SCS is important for understanding the Cenozoic structure in

East Asia and surrounding areas (Wang et al., 2019; Li et al.,

2021).

In early studies on the seafloor spreading of the SCS, a

geophysical survey including the reflection seismic and

geomagnetic field data was carried out towards the end of the

1960s. An approximately E-W trending magnetic anomaly

lineation of unknown age was discovered, for the first time, in

the Eastern sub-basin (Emery and Ben-Avraham, 1972; Ben-

Avraham and Uyeda, 1973). However, this finding was uncertain

due to limitations in terms of data precision. Subsequently, Briais

et al. (1993) organized all available data regarding magnetic

anomalies in the SCS by 1990, and proposed the most

detailed results regarding the spreading history of the SCS to

date. They pointed out that the ridge jumped southward during

25–23 Ma, and the trend changed from EW to NE-SW.

Barckhausen et al. (2014) proposed that the initial spreading

age of the eastern basin was 32 Ma, based on the profiling analysis

results of magnetic anomalies in the SCS basin and the southward

ridge jump at 25 Ma. Further, the Southwestern sub-basin began

to open, and both stopped expanding simultaneously at 20.5 Ma.

This phenomenon has led to significant controversy in the

research community (Barckhausen, et al., 2015; Chang, et al.,

2015). The approximately NW-trending Zhongnan Fault,

between the Eastern sub-basin and Southwestern sub-basin,

has also been investigated, and the Liyue Bank is considered

to be conjugated with the Zhongsha Block (Barckhausen et al.,

2014).

Based on the latest deep-tow magnetic anomaly profiles and

IODP349 drilling data, Li et al. (2014) determined that a

southward ridge jump of 20 km occurred around 23.6 Ma in

the East sub-basin. Furthermore, seafloor spreading propagated

to the Southwest sub-basin during 23.6 Ma–21.6 Ma. The

terminal age of seafloor spreading is 15 Ma in the Eastern

sub-basin and 16 Ma in the Southwestern sub-basin. In their

interpretation, an approximately NS-trending Zhongnan Fault

was introduced separately into the Eastern sub-basin and

Southwestern sub-basin. The extinct spreading centre before

the jump was about 170 km away from the north COB and

180 km away from the current extinct spreading centre in the

south.

A recent study on the lower crustal reflector (LCR) event on

seismic profiles N3 and N4 of the northern SCS found two groups

of conjugate LCR structures, and suggested that these conjugate

events were related to episodic ridge jumps, which occurred

around 27 Ma and 23.6 Ma, according to the calculations of the

FIGURE 1
Morphological features and major tectonic of the SCS. The
blue dashed lines are the boundary of the basin, and the thick black
dashed line is the COB bounded by the 10 km crustal thickness
(Wu et al., 2017). NWSB: Northwestern sub-basin, ESB:
Eastern sub-basin, SWSB: Southwestern sub-basin, PRMB: Pearl
River Mouth Basin, QDNB: Qiongdongnan Basin, ZJNB:
Zhongjiannan Basin, NWXB: Nanweixi Basin, LYB: Liyue Basin.
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asymmetric accretion offset (Ding et al., 2018). The process of the

second jump, as determined based on seismic profiles, was

consistent with the results of the geomagnetic interpretation

model (Li et al., 2014). However, the first ridge jump has not

been verified by the magnetic lineation model. Further, to the

best of our knowledge, no existing magnetic lineation model has

explained the age reversal of the ocean crust after the ridge jump.

Data and methods

The magnetic anomaly data used in this study was mainly

shipboard magnetic data accumulated in the offshore regions of

China over several years. The mean square error was smaller than

4 nT and the data grid spacing was 1 arc-minute (Wu et al., 2019).

The magnetic anomalies are shown in Figure 2. Since the study

area is of a lowmagnetic latitude, low-latitude reduction to the pole

(RTP) was performed using the iterative energy-balancingmethod,

which not only ensures the recovery of abnormalities but also

guarantees a robust anomaly amplitude (Li, 2008). The obtained

RTP magnetic anomalies are shown in Figure 3. It can be seen that

the previously recognised negative magnetic anomaly lineations

(C11r and C10r) correspond to the positive magnetic anomaly belt

before the RTP. The converse was true for the positive magnetic

anomaly lineation C8, which corresponded to the negative

magnetic anomaly belt before the RTP and the positive

magnetic anomaly belt after the RTP. This completely agrees

with the effect of magnetic anomalies under low-latitude and

approximately horizontal magnetisation. Thus, the reliability of

the RTP magnetic anomalies was confirmed.

The magnetic lineation fitting of profiles was conducted

using MODMAG (Mendel et al., 2005), which has been

extensively applied in the field of ocean magnetic lineation

analysis (Li et al., 2014; Dumais et al., 2020).

Results

The magnetic anomalies and RTP magnetic anomalies in the

northern SCS are shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3, respectively. The

continent-ocean boundary (COB), in red, was determined according

to the 10 km thickness of the crust, which was obtained by gravity

inversion (Wu et al., 2017). This is consistent with the position

determined by the seismic profile (Piao et al., 2022). The F1 and

F2 Faults are the Yangjiang-Yitong East Fault and Huidong-

Beiweitan Fault. Both were deduced to be important base faults

in the Mesozoic (Chen et al., 2005) and the Mesozoic subduction

accretion zone (Zhou and Yao, 2009) (black dotted lines with arrows

in Figure 2 and Figure 3). F3 is the north extension of the Zhongnan

Fault, which is a transform fault identified by previous researchers

(Taylor and Hayes, 1980, 1983; Larsen, et al., 2018). The F1 fault

connected with the F3 fault after extending southward at the border

between the Eastern sub-basin and the Northwestern sub-basin. The

three magnetic lineations in black solid lines originated from the

data of Li et al. (2014).

The two groups of symmetric LCR structures on the seismic

profile N4 were assumed to correspond to the two southward ridge

jumps (Ding et al., 2018). Comparing the magnetic anomalies on

N4 profile, it is clear that the previously identified magnetic

lineation (Li et al., 2014) fell within the positive and negative

intersection range of magnetic anomalies and RTP magnetic

anomalies, which conformed to the low-latitude sub-horizontal

magnetic anomaly features (Figure 4A). The inversion results of

the magnetization on the N4 profile is shown in Figure 4B. The

boundaries between positive and negative magnetisation are

expressed as black lines. There were variations in magnetization

in each interval of the positive and negative magnetizations. The

negative magnetization intervals are expressed as a blue gradient,

and the positive magnetization intervals are expressed as a red

gradient. It is clear that these positive and negative magnetization

intervals were consistent with those determined according to the

magnetic anomalies in Figure 4A. However, the amplitude of C9r

FIGURE 2
Magnetic anomalies in the northern SCS.

FIGURE 3
RTP magnetic anomalies in the northern SCS.
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decreased significantly and the lineation features were submerged

in the negative magnetic anomaly lineation produced by C10r and

C8r at the two sides (Figure 4A). C9r has no negative

magnetization, but a reduction in magnetization intensity in the

middle. According to the magnetic lineation fitting on the deep-

tow magnetic anomaly profile de12 (Li et al., 2014), the fitted

positive magnetic anomaly signals corresponding to C9r were not

observed. In the plane graph of magnetic anomalies (Figure 2), the

weak magnetic anomalies that were approximately EW trending

were among the background field of the strong negative anomalies,

without signs of eastward extension. However, they were

integrated with the high-amplitude magnetic anomalies toward

the west. These magnetic anomalies exhibited significantly

different characteristics for the magnetic lineations at the north

and south sides. A group of LCR structures exist in this region

(Ding et al., 2018), indicating that this may be the location of the

first ridge jump.

Therefore, one approximately NS-trending profile (P1 in

Figure 2 and Figure 3) was chosen in the northern SCS for

the magnetic lineation simulation according to the “two jumps”

spreading model. The magnetic lineation that the profile ran

through had relatively good continuity and was able to avoid the

confounding effects of any breakage in the magnetic anomalies.

The magnetic lineation fitting was completed using MODMAG

(Mendel et al., 2005). The calculation parameters were selected in

reference to the de12 deep-tow magnetic profile (Li et al., 2014).

The simulation results are shown in Figure 5.

The negative magnetic anomaly region between the two

magnetic lineations of C10r is the position of the first ridge jump

(Figure 5). The corresponding magnetic lineation jumped 20 km

southward near C10n at 28.3 Ma. The second ridge jump was near

C6cr on the south side, where it jumped 20 km southward at

23.85Ma. In the “two jumps” model, the time and position of the

second jump are consistent with those in previous research. However,

the positive magnetic anomalies of C9r were masked by anomalies at

the two sides due to the first ridge jump at 28.3Ma, which is in

agreement with observed magnetic anomalies. In other words, C11r

couldmove continuously toward the north, reaching the north side of

U1500, and U1502 was over magnetic anomaly C12n (Figure 5).

The “two ridge jumps” model of P1 fitting conforms to the

observation of magnetic anomalies and seismic profiles. On this

basis, the distribution of magnetic lineations in the northern SCS

was tracked (Figure 6). The results showed that, in the initial

spreading stage of the SCS, the Eastern sub-basin and the

Northwestern sub-basin opened almost simultaneously. The

Northwestern sub-basin stopped spreading at C10r (~29.0 Ma).

Subsequently, the spreading centre of the Eastern sub-basin

FIGURE 4
Magnetic anomalies on N4 profile. (A) Magnetic anomalies
and RTP Magnetic anomalies. The yellow and pink shades
represent the negative and positive magnetic lineation areas
respectively; (B) inverted basement magnetization. MQZ:
magnetic quiet zone; OC: oceanic crust.

FIGURE 5
“Two jumps”magnetic lineation simulation of P1 profile in the
northern SCS. (A) Observed magnetic anomalies; (B) calculated
magnetic anomalies; and (C) magnetization model of the ocean
crust. The pink dotted lines represent the jump positions of
the spreading centre.

FIGURE 6
Magnetic lineation distribution in the northern SCS. The short
red lines are positive-polarity magnetic lineations. The short black
lines are negative-polarity magnetic lineations. The white lines
indicate the seismic profile. The black dotted lines are faults.
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jumped southward at 28.3 Ma and then continued spreading.

Specifically, the important boundary fault F1 (NW-trending

Yangjiang-Yitong East Fault) in the east-west section extended

towards the south during the spreading process. The north section

of Zhongnan Fault was formed to regulate and separate the Eastern

sub-basin and Northwestern sub-basin.

Discussion

Magnetic anomaly features of the initial
spreading near the COB

During the spreading of the SCS, to its north was the relatively

stable South China Block, and to its south was the southward

drifting Nansha Block. Any symmetric growth of the ocean crust

from the spreading centre to the two sides of each spreading

position required the continuous movement of the spreading

centre. The magnetic anomalies demonstrated the poor and

short continuity at the position of the COB. There were two

turns at 116.5°E, 18.3°N, and 117.5°E, 19.5°N along the COB, where

the NW-trending Mesozoic faults F1 and F2 (shown in Figure 2)

corresponded to the oldest magnetic anomaly (C12n). This

indicated that these NW-trending inherited faults influenced

the continental margin rift of the SCS. Initial seafloor spreading

of the SCS may be dominated by local punctiform break-up like

that of the Red Sea (Bonatti, 1985). The initial spreading processes

at different positions varied significantly. Finally, the differential

spreading features from east to west, influenced by the COB

structure, were formed (Figure 9). However, Li et al. (2014)

believed that the age of the initial spreading along the COB in

the northern area of the ocean basin varied by 1–2 Ma.

When the east section of COB approaching the Manila

Trench, the magnetic lineation of the ocean crust was

damaged by subduction. However, early seafloor spreading

was generally dominated by an approximate NS-trending

spreading tendency. The local, approximately NE-trending

magnetic lineation, was generally adapted to spreading spaces

at different positions under the regulation of the NW-trending

fault, rather than the indicated changes in the spreading

direction.

Magnetic anomaly characteristics in the
IODP drilling area

The RTP magnetic anomalies in the IODP drilling area are

shown in Figure 7. Sites U1501, U1504, and U1505 surround a

small local high-magnetic anomaly and correspond to the outer

margin high (OMH) on the L1555 profile (Sun et al., 2016). Ridge

A, Ridge B, and Ridge C (Larsen et al., 2018) were divided

according to the acoustic basement, and are shown as thin white

solid lines in Figure 7.

FIGURE 7
RTP magnetic anomalies in the IODP drilling area. The
magnetic lineations in the black and red solid lines are the same as
those in Figures 1, 2, 5. The red thick line shows the COB. The black
dotted line shows the transition fault and the threewhite solid
lines show Ridge A, Ridge B, and Ridge C (Larsen et al., 2018).

FIGURE 8
Magnetic lineation analysis of the Northwestern sub-basin.
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Ridge A, as expressed in the acoustic basement, extended from

Sites U1499 to U1502 along the COB. However, the magnetic

anomalies of U1499 and U1502 had significantly different

characteristics. The former was a low-magnetic anomaly region,

indicating the absence of any strong magnetic source. Moreover,

this is consistent with the result that breccia was encountered

during the drilling of the basement. Borehole U1502 was drilled on

the locally high-magnetic anomalies, and the encountered

basement was basalt with a strong hydrothermal alteration

(Larsen et al., 2018). Hence, the locally high magnetic

anomalies differed from the OMH at Sites U1501 and U1505.

According to the trend of the magnetic anomalies, Ridge A could

extend eastward to Site U1435 of the IODP349 expedition, and is

also an OMH; therefore, they may have the same origin. The

continuity of such high magnetic anomalies was unstable. For

example, there were locally low-magnetic anomalies between Sites

U1499 andU1502, as well as between Sites U1502 andU1435. This

might be related to the local magmatic activity before the final crust

break-up. According to the tracking results of the “two ridge

jumps” model, the magnetic anomaly C12n was located at these

positions. According to the GPTS2004 geomagnetic time scale

(Ogg and Smith, 2004), the corresponding age was between

30.627 and 31.116Ma.

Site U1500 drilled Ridge B and penetrated pillow, which

corresponded to the magnetic anomaly C11n. Ridge B had better

continuity than Ridge A and could extend eastward to Site

U1432. However, Ridge B is marked by local interruptions

when it is extended eastward, indicating that Ridge B is closer

to the location of the final crustal break-up than Ridge A.

Ridge C was in the negative lineation of the RTP magnetic

anomalies. Similar to C10n, RidgeC corresponded to the first jump

position in the “two ridge jumps”model. The east–west continuity

of the negative magnetic lineation was extremely developed and

could be found in the entire northern SCS along the COB, which

was dominated by the stable accretion of igneous oceanic crust.

Spreading process of the northwestern
sub-basin

The Northwestern Sub-basin has narrow spaces. On one hand,

magnetic anomaly lineations are rarely sequential. On the other

FIGURE 9
Schematic model of initial spreading and ridge jump in the northern SCS.
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hand, the morphological characteristics of these magnetic anomaly

lineations have different forms than typical oceanic crust, resulting

in great differences in the basin age determined according to

magnetic lineations. According to the interpretation of the

seismic profile, the Northwestern sub-basin has one additional

set of Cenozoic sedimentary strata than the Eastern sub-basin. It

is speculated that the Northwestern sub-basin is older than the

Eastern sub-basin. The sedimentary sequences filling the

Northwestern and Eastern sub-basins are comparable in

continuity, which is attributed to simultaneous spreading. Three

high-resolution seismic profiles that run through the Northwestern

sub-basin all suggested that both the Northwestern and Eastern sub-

basins began to open simultaneously, and that the basin openingwas

characterised by a spreading direction from the east to the west

(Ding et al., 2009; Cameselle et al., 2015).

According to magnetic anomalies in the Northwestern sub-

basin (Figure 2 and Figure 3) and the previous magnetic lineation

tracking results. Combining this finding with the recognised age of

the magnetic lineations in the IODP drilling area and the RTP

magnetic anomaly features in the Northwestern sub-basin, it was

concluded that the magnetic lineation at the initial spreading of the

Northwestern sub-basin was C12n (~30.8 Ma), and the azimuth

angle was about 99°. The location of the initial spreading of the

Northwestern sub-basin was thus determined. The symmetric

magnetic lineation near the Shuangfeng seamount was C11n

(~29.8 Ma), a product of the follow-up westward spreading, with

an azimuth angle of about 63°. Themagnetic lineation corresponding

to the fossil spreading centre was C10r (~29Ma) (white dotted lines

in Figure 8) rather than the Shuangfeng seamount. The distance

between the two C12n positions was 98 km, suggesting an average

half-spreading rate of about 27.2 mm/yr.

The striking changes in the recognised magnetic lineations are

consistent with the boundary forms of the Northwestern sub-basin.

The magnetic lineation striking (spreading direction) also changed

gradually with changes in the boundary form. In other words, the

boundary form controls the local spreading direction. It seems that

the spreading process of the Northwestern sub-basin was formed by

the rotation of the Zhongsha Block on the south side around a fixed

point at the west end. In this way, the Northwestern sub-basin

developed from east to west, and the north section of the Zhongnan

Fault was formed along the trajectory of the initial break-up

conjugation points (points A and B in Figure 8).

Based on the NW trending changes of the north section of the

Zhongnan Fault and the form of the Northwestern sub-basin, it is

speculated that the Northwestern sub-basin may have formed by

gradual “avulsion” from east to west along the pre-existing NW

trending Yangjiang-Yitong Fault (F1 in Figure 8) during the earliest

spreading of the Eastern sub-basin, rather than experiencing typical

spreading. In otherwords, the crustal break-up occurred from east to

west under the extension stress of the region. This also implies that

the Zhongsha Block may have experienced a clockwise rotation at

about 30 Ma, rather than simply drifting southward, controlling the

Northwestern sub-basin formation (Figure 9).

Conclusion

The characteristics of the magnetic anomalies and the

initially spreading magnetic lineation were discussed herein

based on a new survey on shipboard magnetic anomalies in

the northern SCS. The calculated RTP magnetic anomalies in the

lower crust reflector structures found in the seismic profiles were

also analysed. Some major conclusions can be drawn, as follows.

1) There were two ridge jumps during the initial spreading of the

SCS. The spreading centre jumped 20 km southward at

28.3 Ma. The corresponding magnetic lineation was near

C10n. The second ridge jump occurred at 23.85 Ma, which

was southward another 20 km. The corresponding magnetic

lineation was near C6cr.

2) The initial spreading of the SCS was controlled by the COB in

the northern SCS, which was locally dominated by

punctiform break-up. The oldest magnetic anomaly (C12n)

occurred at the two turns of the COB.

3) Ridge A, in the IODP drilling area, is a locally high-magnetic

anomaly with poor continuity; it corresponds to C12n

(30.8 Ma). Ridge A is related to the local magmatic activity

before the final break-up. Ridge B corresponds to C11n, and

its continuity is relatively good; it is located at the onset of the

oceanic crust. Ridge C is close to C10n and corresponds to the

first ridge jump. The magnetic lineation exhibits stable

continuity from east to west, which can be seen in the

entire northern SCS along the COB. In summary, Ridge C

has become normal oceanic crust for stable spreading.

4) C12n is the oldest magnetic lineation in the Northwestern sub-

basin (~30.8 Ma). C11n is the symmetricmagnetic lineation near

the Shuangfeng seamount (~29.8 Ma). C10r is the magnetic

lineation corresponding to the fossil spreading centre (~29Ma),

with an average half-expansion rate of approximately 27.2 mm/

yr. The Northwestern sub-basin seems to have opened from east

to west, with rotation around a fixed point at the west end.

Moreover, the north section of the Zhongnan Fault is formed

along the trajectory of the conjugation break-up point during

seafloor spreading.
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